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ART BARTER, Berlin 2010ART BARTER, Berlin 2010   

Ladies and Gentlemen,Ladies and Gentlemen,   

over the past year we’ve seen artover the past year we’ve seen art -- exhibit ions, artexhibit ions, art --  fairs and art fairs and art --   

auctions in the search for new auctions in the search for new artist s, interesting works and a artist s, interesting works and a 

lot of inspiration.. finally an innovative artlot of inspiration.. finally an innovative art --  event that we’re  event that we’re 

really excited about:really excited about:   

  
  



After the successful launch of its first show in London last After the successful launch of its first show in London last 

year, which featured artist s such as Tracey Emin, Gavin Turk year, which featured artist s such as Tracey Emin, Gavin Turk 

and Mat Coland Mat Col l ishaw, l ishaw, Art Barter Art Barter has now landed in Berlin (@ has now landed in Berlin (@ 

.HBC.HBC ), and will showcase the work of about 25 establi shed and ), and will showcase the work of about 25 establi shed and 

emerging artist s based in the city.  Artworks can be aemerging artist s based in the city.  Artworks can be acquired cquired 

by anyone through alternative means to money andby anyone through alternative means to money and  one will not one will not 

know which artwork belongs to which artist until after the know which artwork belongs to which artist until after the 

show’s end. Quite a gamble for everyone who decides to barter! show’s end. Quite a gamble for everyone who decides to barter! 

So whether you have a special talent, a skil l or something that So whether you have a special talent, a skil l or something that 

may be desirable to others, don;t be shy and make an offer.. may be desirable to others, don;t be shy and make an offer.. 

next thing you know you’ll have your own Hirst !next thing you know you’ll have your own Hirst !   Artist s:  Artist s:   

  

    

 


